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The Galaxii Guide To The Terran Space Fleet

Introduction
 
Good morning, delegates, invited guests, ladies and gentlemen – and
welcome to this briefing on the Terran Space Fleet and its associate, the
Space Fleet Academy.

 
In the reality portrayed in the “Galaxii”, “Quantum” and “Panic! Horror In
Space” series of novels by Christina Engela, Humans have managed to
somehow survive their own destruction (the Third World War) and a decade
later, an attempted invasion by hostile aliens (The Gimp War). Consequently,
after a five year war against the invading Ruminarii, once the enemy had
been routed decisively, Earth paused to take stock of their situation.

 
Having been thrust into a space-born war after having just more-or-less 
stuck it’s little pinky toe  into the new ocean of space,  Humanity had by 
then amassed a treasure-trove of reverse-engineered captured alien tech, the 
capability of interstellar travel, and a host of highly advanced weapons that 
would make a peace-loving people’s skins crawl. What were they to do 
next?

 



The Gimp (Ruminarii) were invaders and conquerors – were all the aliens 
out there hostile as well? Their knowledge of the Ruminarii, although scant 
and troublingly thin, indicated that many were not. In the time that 
immediately followed post-Gimp War, social and political changes led to the 
Human race taking a cautious step back from the mind-set of continually 
preparing for war. The United Earth Defense Council – a temporary alliance 
of nations that had survived the Big Nuke just over a decade before the 
Gimp War – had never been formed with a view to becoming permanent. 
However, in the years of hardship that characterized the conflict in space, 
Humanity’s outlook had changed. People liked having one government that 
treated them all equally. A number of global debates and elections were held 
to decide the form of the future government, which led to the founding of the 
Terran Empire.  

 
The Earth Defense Fleet (EDF) – the main military space force of the
Human race up to that point, became the proverbial sword beaten into a
ploughshare – at least partially. Where the EDF’s main purpose had been
purely as a tool of warfare, the new Terran Space Fleet was a compromise –
it became a peace-time operation intended to be ready for trouble, while also
indulging in exploration.
What is the Terran Empire?
The Terran Empire is a cubic volume in the Milky Way galaxy which is
presently under the direct control of the Terran government, whose seat is in
the Sol system, on Earth, in the capital city Ki Acropolis. Until the recovery
period following the Big Nuke, Ki Acropolis did not exist, but with the
influx of refugees on a global scale fleeing the fall-out and nuclear winter,
what remained of the UN set up a command center in the Egyptian desert.
What was to later become Ki Acropolis – a diverse metropolis – rose up in
its place.

 
As a government, the Terran Empire is a benevolent, largely democratic
socialist entity. Although for a long time, the empire itself had no actual
throne or monarchy, a figurative monarch was installed within the first
century of the establishment of the empire. The job, in the words of Emperor
Nicholas I, is “like being a regular government employee – lots of meetings
to attend but have no say in, wrist strain injury from waving at crowds, too
many ships to launch, and too much smiling for no particular reason. On the



plus side, there’s a good salary, excellent perks and healthcare, and a great
pension plan.”

 
The Terran Empire consists mostly of a plethora of Human colonies in
various stages of development – and connecting it all together, a vascular
system of vital trade and shipping lanes which are vulnerable to attack by
hostile aliens and space pirates. The thing that keeps it all together, is the
Imperial Terran Space Fleet.

 
We continue then, with the briefing on the Space Fleet – the multi-skilled
and disciplined military service which serves the combined purposes of
defense, exploration and colonization on behalf of the Terran Empire.

The Terran Space Fleet
 

The Terran Space Fleet is divided into two main bodies: the Main Fleet and
the Pioneer Fleet.
 
Main Fleet



The Main Fleet (red logo) is the part of the Fleet which specialized in
defense of the realm, mounting responses to hostilities and the like. The
Main Fleet has the biggest Terran military ships, up to and including
destroyers, cruisers like the I.S.S. Antares, battleships and dreadnoughts.

 
Pioneer Fleet



The Pioneer Fleet (gold logo) specializes in exploration and reconnaissance
and uses a large number of smaller vessels – such as battlespringers and
destroyers.

 
Both arms of the Space Fleet make internal use of other arms of the Service,
such as the Star Marines – the ground forces of the Imperial military
machine – and Air Support, which includes the Fighter Wing and Logistic
Air-supply, Medtech etc.

 
Space Fleet Arms of Service

Ship & Base Staff
Astrotech (navigation, charting, helm, pilot etc.)
Battletech (weapons operation)
Comtech (communications operation)
Entech (maintenance, running & repair)
Labtech (broad spectrum sciences)



Logtech (supply & provisioning)
Medtech (medics, nursing, space medicine)

Star Marines
Mobile Infantry
Armor (tanks, armored vehicles) 
Security Marines
Military Police

Air Support
Fighter-Bomber Wing (small combat craft)
Transport (supply, personnel transport, shuttle pilots etc.)

Intelligence
Intelligence (Int) (Scout, recon, infiltration, black ops etc.)
Counter-intelligence (C.I.)

Navy (Oceanic services)
Space Fleet Shipboard Ranks:

Officers* - (form of address in “” and brackets)
Admiral of the Space Fleet (“Admiral”)
Admiral (“Admiral”)
Vice Admiral (“Admiral”)
Rear Admiral (“Admiral”)
Commodore (“Commodore”) (first Flag Rank – CO of a Starbase
or other function at Core Command)
Captain (“Captain”) (usually the officer commanding of a
starship)
Commander (Exo) (“Commander”)
Lieutenant Commander (“Lt. Commander”) – highest level of
subject specialization on a ship's crew – after this, Command
level becomes the specialization.
Lieutenant (“Lt”)
Ensign (“Ensign”)

NCO's* (non-coms) - (form of address in “” and brackets)
Warrant (“Warrant”)
Chief (“Chief”)
Specialist 3 (“Senior Specialist”/Sergeant”)
Specialist 2 (“Specialist”/“Corporal”)
Specialist 1 (“Specialist”/“PFC”/”Lance-Corporal” depending on
branch of service)



Crewman (“Pte”)
* ALL members of Space Fleet crew must be graduates of Space Fleet

Academy, whether after year 3 as an NCO, or 6 years as an officer.
Space Fleet Uniforms:
Ship’s Crew Uniforms:
Ship’s crew wear the standard SF pattern fatigues, consisting of hard-
wearing trousers and a tunic jacket which are designed for comfort and
flexibility. The ship’s crew uniform is outwardly of a consistent pattern or
cut, with different arms of service generally denoted by different uniform
colors. Rank insignia is typically displayed on the shoulders of the tunic.
 
Ship's crew uniforms differ in terms of color between Main Fleet and
Pioneer Fleet. For Main Fleet ship’s crew, regular personnel wear red
uniforms. Security marines wear dark gray. In the Pioneer Fleet, regular
personnel wear light gray uniforms, while the security marines wear light
gray pants with purple tunics (this has resulted in them being referred to as
“purple shirts”.)

Space Fleet Academy
 
Space Fleet members begin their careers long before boarding their first
starship or star base as members of their crew – they must first study, train
and graduate from the Academy. Every member of the Space Fleet is a
rigorously trained graduate professional with a lifelong career in mind.

 
Before anyone can become a member of the Space Fleet however, they first
have to complete at least three years training at the Space Fleet Academy (3
years for NCO's, 6 for Officers). Candidates need to meet certain
requirements, such as having completed schooling on Earth or on a colony
world or installation which meets the requirements of the Academy - and
additionally, to pass a set of academic and practical evaluations geared
towards aptitude, skills and interests. 

 
Most entrants into the academy start out between the ages of 17 and 19,
usually straight out of high school, although some do enroll in their early
twenties. The Academy welcomes cadet candidate applications from all over
the Commonwealth of the Empire.
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